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Until recently, “office work” was primarily done in the office. Even after the advent

of new communication technologies — such as Skype (in 2003) and Zoom (in 2013)

— 94 percent of Americans worked in the office on most work days (U.S. Census

Bureau, 2019). The COVID-19 pandemic severed many workers’ ties to the office,

and many have yet to return (Barrero et al., 2023; Hansen et al., 2023). But it is

still unclear why the office was so central for so long and how the seismic shift in

workers’ relationship with the office will affect work and workers.

In the wake of COVID-19, firms were sharply divided about the value of the office.

In 2020, Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta, reflected that “a lot of people are actually

saying that they’re more productive” working from home (Newton, 2020). On the

other hand, James Gorman, CEO of Morgan Stanley, found the office central: “The

office is where we teach, where our interns learn. That’s how we develop people”

(Kelly, 2021). Could both CEOs have been right? Could working in the office facili-

tate investments in workers’ skills for tomorrow that diminish productivity today?

We study the impact of sitting together in the office for software engineers at a

Fortune 500 online retailer.1 This firm gave us access to the online feedback that

engineers write about each other’s computer code as well as metrics of engineers’

programming output. We find that sitting near coworkers increases the online feed-

back that engineers receive on their computer code. Engineers ask more follow-

up questions online when sitting together, and so, proximity can not only increase

in-person but also digital communication. Proximity is particularly integral to the

online feedback received by young and less tenured engineers. Yet mentorship of

junior engineers is not free. Engineers — particularly those with more experience

— write more programs when not sitting near their junior colleagues. Both of these

impacts on mentors and mentees are more pronounced for female engineers. The

1Software engineers compose an important segment of the labor market, accounting for 5 percent
of labor income in 2020. Software engineering is also highly remotable, with 47 percent of engineers
working remotely in 2020. Among those working remotely full-time in 2020, software engineers
accounted for 11 percent of labor income (and 8 percent of employment).
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intertemporal tradeoff from proximity is reflected in workers’ pay path: sitting near

coworkers leads to fewer early pay raises but increases pay raises in the long run as

workers build more human capital. The returns to training partially accrue outside

the firm: engineers trained near teammates are more likely to quit for higher-paying

jobs elsewhere.

Our results suggest that working from home (WFH) has divergent effects over dif-

ferent time spans, as short-term gains come partly at the cost of workers’ long-

run development. Consistent with this, Mark Zuckerberg became less optimistic

about WFH’s consequences. Looking at longer-term performance data from Meta,

he came to believe that the costs of WFH exceeded its benefits for junior workers

(Zuckerberg, 2023). Beyond software engineering, the tradeoffs from remote work

may be more extreme with fewer established systems for digital mentorship.2

To understand the dynamic tradeoffs from WFH, we build a simple two-period

model of mentorship where each worker is first junior and then senior. Each junior

engineer is paired with a senior engineer, who sits either nearby or at a distance.

The junior engineer can ask their senior counterpart for mentorship, which is hard

for the firm to observe and therefore reward. Mentorship takes time for both the

senior engineer — who makes additional suggestions — and the junior engineer —

who figures out how to incorporate the suggested changes. As a result, mentorship

comes at the cost of short-term output. Senior engineers find mentoring taxing but

refusing to mentor even more costly, and so they provide mentorship when asked.

Junior engineers value mentorship but find it costly to ask for it, especially when

sitting apart. Thus, junior engineers ask for and receive less feedback when remote.

In our model, sitting near a colleague increases mentorship but reduces output to-

2Software engineering may be well-suited to remote work for several reasons. First, software
engineers produce digital output, unlike, for example, physicians or mechanical engineers. Second,
it is industry-standard for software engineers to use the Agile meeting system, which mandates
daily, real-time meetings even when remote. Third, it is also industry-standard to mandate feedback
through established, online systems (like Github). Other occupations that do not meet regularly or
give feedback online may see larger declines in mentorship when remote.
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day. However, having sat with a colleague in a prior period increases engineers’

human capital, which impacts their career outcomes. When the offices are open,

junior engineers who sit near their teammates will have lower pay. But, once the

offices closed and there was no more differential investment, engineers who had sat

on one building teams will see higher pay.

Empirically, we assess the effects of sitting together for software engineers. This

setting features data on both mentorship and output. We observe measures of men-

torship, since it is the industry standard for software engineers to write online peer-

reviews of each other’s code before it is deployed. Reviewers aim to ensure com-

puter code is free of bugs and other glitches while teaching engineers to write better

code in the future.3

At the firm, engineers varied in their proximity to one another before COVID-19.

The firm has two buildings on its main engineering campus, several blocks apart.

Prior to COVID-19, some teams were assigned desks all in one building, while oth-

ers spanned the buildings. Engineers who worked on software for internal pro-

cesses were particularly likely to be spread across buildings since it can be helpful

to sit near teammates as well as non-engineers who used the tools they built (e.g.,

in sales or finance). Among engineers working on similar software, whether or not

their team was all in one building was due in part to desk availability when their

teammates were hired. Desk positions altered team dynamics. When the offices

were open, the 637 engineers on one-building teams met in-person daily, while the

418 engineers on multi-building teams usually held short, daily meetings online.4

As a result, multi-building teams operated more like remote teams even when the

offices were open.

To identify the causal effects of proximity, we first evaluate the differences between

3One manager told us “We ask senior, technical folks...to make their code reviews a learning
opportunity by, for example, including the reasoning behind suggested changes.”

4As one engineer noted, “[my team] would almost never book a room and held all of our meetings
[online] since we had a remote team member.”
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one- and multi-building teams when the offices were open. Second, we conduct a

difference-in-differences analysis, utilizing the fact that engineers on one-building

teams saw bigger changes in proximity when the offices closed than engineers on

multi-building teams, who were already functioning more like remote teams before

COVID-19. This design relies on a parallel-trends assumption: namely that engi-

neers on one- and multi-building teams were similarly shocked by the pandemic it-

self. Reassuringly, among those working on similar software, engineers had broadly

similar characteristics regardless of their proximity to their teammates. Further,

while COVID-19 did cause a surge in online retail, engineers at the firm reported

that the uptick in demand did not change the nature or intensity of their work. Our

results are robust to allowing for differential effects of the pandemic for engineers

working on different software and with different observable characteristics.

We find that proximity increases mentorship. While offices were open, engineers

on one-building teams received 22 percent more comments on their code than engi-

neers on multi-building teams (p-value = 0.0003). Once the offices closed and ev-

eryone was fully distributed, the gap largely disappeared.5 Sitting near teammates

primarily affects feedback received by junior engineers and given by senior engineers

with more experience at the firm. While we cannot directly observe how feedback

affects code quality, external engineers rated most comments as helpful, actionable,

and likely to lead to changes in the code. Proximity did not significantly change

these ratings, suggesting that proximity leads to additional substantive feedback

from senior engineers to junior ones.

We find that engineers sitting near their teammates receive more feedback, partially

because they ask more follow-up questions during code reviews. This greater com-

fort with asking for additional clarifications highlights how face-to-face interaction

complements — rather than solely substitutes for — online communication. If sit-

ting together also facilitates face-to-face conversation about code, our analysis of
5We find similar effects for the total length of code reviews and mentions of other online conver-

sations (e.g., on Slack).
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online feedback provides a lower bound on proximity’s total effect on mentorship.

In a placebo check, we find that engineers who sit near all their teammates do not re-

ceive significantly more feedback from engineers outside their teams. This suggests

that co-located engineers do not simply need more feedback which would affect

comments from all sources. Furthermore, two complementary designs (with differ-

ent identifying assumptions) show similar effects of proximity. First, we find that

proximity to non-teammates increases feedback from non-teammates. Second, we

find that engineers with teammates outside the main campus receive less feedback

when the offices were open, but this gap closes with the offices.6

We find that distant teammates impose negative externalities on the mentorship of

teammates sitting together. These externalities can explain about a third of proxim-

ity’s impact. Furthermore, before COVID-19, adding a new hire in another building

reduces feedback among proximate teammates (who predate the new hire), while

adding a new hire in the same building has no such impact. Teams’ attempts to ac-

commodate distant teammates by, for example, moving in-person meetings online,

have substantial negative externalities.7

Our findings indicate that additional mentorship has an opportunity cost: engi-

neers who sit near all their teammates write fewer programs. Our difference-in-

differences estimate suggests that proximity reduces programs written per month

by 23 percent (p-value = 0.008), with similar effects on total lines of code and total

files changed. The effects on output are present for both junior and senior engineers

but are particularly pronounced for senior engineers, who do most of the mentoring.

We find that the tradeoffs from proximity are more acute for women. Before the of-

6Our main results are limited to workers whose teammates all work on the main campus pre-
pandemic, but other engineers did work in other campuses or from home.

7This complements existing research that finds that introducing remote work increased absen-
teeism among coworkers who stayed in the office (Linos, 2018). These spillovers may arise not only
because remote work changes how remote workers interact with their on-site colleagues, but also
because it changes how on-site colleagues interact with one another.
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fices closed, female engineers who were in the same building as all their teammates

received 40 percent more feedback than female engineers with distant teammates —

twice the difference as for male engineers. When the offices shut down for COVID-

19, lost proximity mattered more for women: the triple difference indicates a differ-

ential decline of 21 percent. These effects are largely driven by follow-up questions

and clarifications, suggesting that women feel more comfortable asking for addi-

tional feedback in-person.8 At the same time, senior female engineers do much

more mentoring when they are seated near their colleagues, leading to a larger neg-

ative effect of proximity on the programs they write.

Proximity affects workers’ career outcomes. When offices are open, junior workers

on one-building teams are 5 percentage points less likely to receive a pay raise, con-

sistent with their lower output (p-value = 0.032). However, once the offices close —

and mentorship equalizes — these engineers benefit from the mentorship that they

have received and are 7 percentage points more likely to receive a pay raise (p-value

= 0.066). Both of these differences are suggestively larger for female engineers.

Quits also reflect the impact of proximity. Before COVID-19, quits were relatively

rare. However, with the rise of remote work, quits increased as it became easier

to move to higher-paying tech firms in Silicon Valley without relocating from this

firm’s east-coast city. Notably, workers who had been trained on one-building teams

saw a 1.2 percentage point greater increase in quits, about twice that of engineers

trained on multi-building teams (p-value of difference = 0.01). Moreover, engineers

on one-building teams were more likely to move to roles at other firms with higher

salaries (according to Glassdoor). These results are consistent with the greater train-

ing on one-building teams giving engineers the skills they need to secure higher-

paying jobs elsewhere. As with pay raises, the effects are larger for women. We do

8Proximity’s larger impact for women does not seem to be driven by men being more likely to
over-explain feedback when nearby. The effect comes from both male and female commenters. Fur-
thermore, external engineers were more likely to rate comments received by female engineers as
helpful, actionable, and likely to lead to code changes on both one- and multi-building teams. Exter-
nal raters rarely viewed comments received by either male or female engineers as rude.
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not see the same impacts on firings, which while insignificant, suggest that workers

on one-building teams were less likely to be fired once the offices close.

Finally, we examine who works at the office versus from home. Before COVID-19,

decisions about work locations were consistent with the firm believing that the long-

run benefits of proximity outweighed the short-run costs. The most junior workers

— who receive the most training – and the most senior workers and managers —

who provide the most training — were more likely to be office-based. This pattern

aligns with national trends in 2022�2023, where both workers in their twenties and

workers over forty are the most likely to have returned to the office with those in

their thirties more likely to stay at home even if they do not have children (U.S.

Census Bureau, 2023). Additionally, once the offices close, we see that the firm is

less likely to hire very junior engineers and, instead, opts to hire workers with more

prior training. While this change could be influenced by many factors, it is consis-

tent with the idea that when the firm faces challenges in training workers, it decides

to “buy" talent instead of “building" it.

Our study contributes to the remote work literature, potentially resolving a puzzle

as to why remote work was rare before the pandemic (Mas and Pallais, 2020) despite

workers’ high willingness to pay for remote work (Mas and Pallais, 2017; Maestas

et al., 2018; He et al., 2021) and remote work’s positive impacts on productivity in

some settings (Bloom et al., 2015; Choudhury et al., 2020) and modestly negative

impacts in others (Dutcher, 2012; Gibbs et al., 2023; Emanuel and Harrington, 2023).

Our paper is particularly related to studies that look at the impact of coworker prox-

imity on collaboration. Battiston et al. (2021) finds that when the worker who pro-

cesses incoming 911 calls is co-located with the dispatcher who sends police to the

scene, the two communicate more and the police arrive sooner. Yang et al. (2022)

show that remote work reduced the breadth of workers’ communication networks

at Microsoft, while DeFilippis et al. (2020) find that the COVID-19 closures reduced

the depth of communication, as people had fewer long meetings with few partici-
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pants. In a lab experiment, Brucks and Levav (2022) find videoconferencing inhibits

idea generation.9 Finally, Atkin et al. (2019) find there are large negative impacts on

productivity when data-entry workers in India are randomized to work from home,

which grow over time, suggesting remote work leads to less learning.

Our paper also adds to the growing literature which quantifies the importance of

coworkers in on-the-job learning. Patenters and teachers who work with more

productive peers perform better later in their careers (Akcigit et al., 2018; Jackson

and Bruegmann, 2009), as do sales workers who seek advice from their cowork-

ers (Sandvik et al., 2020).10 More generally, working in a firm with coworkers

with higher wages or more education is strongly correlated with higher subsequent

wage growth (Herkenhoff et al., 2018; Jarosch et al., 2021; Nix, 2020). Yet it is un-

clear whether physical proximity per se is necessary for these spillovers or instead

whether being in the same firm, school, or intellectual community would suffice

even at a distance. In academia, Azoulay et al. (2010) and Waldinger (2012) find

that physical distance is less important than intellectual distance in determining

spillovers, while Boudreau et al. (2017) and Catalini (2018) find that sitting in the

same building significantly increases the likelihood of coauthorship. Our paper

finds a large role for physical proximity among coworkers.

Our paper also contributes to the literature assessing the career consequences of

face-time. Bloom et al. (2015) find working in the office substantially increases pro-

motion rates conditional on productivity. Cullen and Perez-Truglia (2023) find face-

time with managers substantially boosts promotions. Such findings raise concerns

about “proximity bias” of managers (Tsipursky, 2022). We provide evidence that

9In another lab experiment, Dutcher and Saral (2022) find that individuals were more pessimistic
about the productivity of remote workers, which undermined team production.

10A related literature studies the impacts of contemporaneous peer effects on productivity. While
grocery store clerks (Mas and Moretti, 2009), envelope stuffers (Falk and Ichino, 2006), and fruit
pickers (Bandiera et al., 2010) are all significantly more productive if they work near faster peers,
Cornelissen et al. (2017, 2023) estimate small contemporaneous impacts of coworkers on workers’
wages in the economy overall. Having highly-qualified peers need not always have positive effects
on contemporaneous career outcomes if, for example, competition with highly qualified peers re-
duces current wages (Johnsen et al., 2023).
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in-person work may accelerate career progression by helping workers build skills

as well as make connections.

Finally, the paper contributes to the urban literature that has investigated whether

information and communication technologies will complement or substitute for

proximity. With the rise of the internet, many predicted the death of distance (Cairn-

cross, 2001; Friedman, 2005). Yet urban economists have long noted the possibility

that online technologies would complement rather than substitute for physical prox-

imity (Gaspar and Glaeser, 1998). Agrawal and Goldfarb (2008) find internet con-

nectivity tended to increase collaboration between researchers at physically proxi-

mate universities, while Chen et al. (2022) show that the costs of having a distributed

research team have fallen over time with the rise of better communication technolo-

gies. We find proximity and digital communication are complements even after

recent technological advancements.

The next section presents our model. Section II describes our data and setting, and

Section III details our empirical strategy. We show that physical proximity increases

mentorship in Section IV and that proximity reduces contemporaneous output in

Section V. We show that proximity’s tradeoff is more pronounced for women in Sec-

tion VI and that it translates into career outcomes in Section VII. Finally, we analyze

work-from-home decisions pre-pandemic in Section VIII. Section IX concludes.

I MODEL

In our overlapping generations model of mentorship, workers live for two periods:

a junior period and a senior period. Each junior worker (j) is paired with a senior

worker (s); the pair can be seated nearby (n) or apart (a). Senior workers are required

to give junior workers feedback, but each period, junior workers choose whether to

ask for additional feedback, which we call mentorship. If asked, the senior worker

chooses whether to provide mentorship, which is unobservable to the firm.11

11While firms can observe whether senior workers provide any feedback to junior colleagues, they
cannot fully observe the time spent or quality of mentoring, just as universities may be able to ob-
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Each period t, workers produce output with quantity yit (which we observe in the

data) and quality qit (which we do not observe).12 The value of their output is yitqit.

Without receiving or providing mentorship, workers produce output with quantity

ỹit = y + eit and quality q̃it = q + uit where eit 2 [el, eh], and uit 2 [ul, uh]. Work-

ers know eit and uit for both periods when making their choices; these shocks are

unobservable to the firm.13

Giving and receiving mentorship both take time and so reduce current-period out-

put. Providing mentorship reduces seniors’ quantity produced by ms. Receiving

mentorship reduces juniors’ quantity produced by mj as they, for example, respond

to comments and internalize feedback. Receiving mentorship increases the quality

of workers’ future output, increasing next-period quality by b.

Asking for mentorship is costly for junior workers and costlier if workers are not

seated together.14 Asking for additional feedback costs cjn when seated near the

senior worker and cja when seated apart, where

cjn < b(y + el)� mj(q + uh) < b(y + eh)� mj(q + ul) < cja. (1)

That is, the net benefits of receiving feedback for juniors exceed the cost of asking

for feedback only when juniors are seated near their colleagues.

Senior workers have no returns to providing additional feedback. But, if asked,

they face a utility cost of rejecting the request: cs > ms(q + uh), stemming from

social desirability and office norms.

serve how many students faculty advise but not the time spent or quality of advising.
12For example, quality includes how quickly the code runs, how it handles edge cases, and whether

it has bugs.
13The noise in output prevents the firm from perfectly inferring and compensating mentorship.

Since allowing the firm to imperfectly reward mentorship does not affect our conclusions, we abstract
away from this. Workers’ decisions are unchanged if they are also uncertain about the shocks, but
their foresight simplifies the exposition.

14Asking for mentorship may be less costly in person because, for example, a junior worker can
better time requests so that they are convenient for the senior worker. Alternatively, asking in person
may seem more natural and less demanding.
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At the end of the period, yit and qit are observed. Each worker is paid her marginal

product yitqit. There is no discounting.

The resulting equilibrium is straightforward. Junior workers will ask for additional

feedback only when seated nearby (given Equation 1). When asked, senior workers

will agree (since cs > ms(q + uh)).

The model yields several predictions.

1. Sitting together increases mentorship that is asked for and then received.

2. Sitting together decreases the quantity of current-period programming output

for junior and senior workers.

3. Sitting together decreases the pay of junior workers.

4. Senior workers who previously sat with their colleagues should have higher

pay conditional on current seating location.

Mentorship is valuable for recipients who request it, so proximity increases the well-

being of potential mentees. However, mentorship is costly for potential mentors.

Whether mentorship is positive on-net depends on whether mentorship’s benefits

for juniors exceed its costs for seniors. The model does not take a stand on this but

we return to this question in Section VIII.

Gender. We extend the model to allow for gender differences. A fraction l > 0 of

men face neither a cost of asking for mentorship nor a cost of rejecting mentorship;

all others face the costs defined above.

Rejection costs are observable, so senior men without rejection costs do not receive

mentorship requests, regardless of location. Senior women and men with rejection

costs mentor more when sitting nearby than when seated far from their coworker

because they are more likely to be asked. Junior men without asking costs always

ask for mentorship, regardless of location. Junior women and men with asking costs

ask for mentorship only if they are seated near their coworker.

12
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This implies that, for women, proximity leads to

5. larger increases in receiving and asking for mentorship,

6. larger increases in providing mentorship, and

7. larger decreases in output.

Quits. We next extend the model by giving workers a choice to quit between their

junior and senior periods. There is a group of superstar tech firms (e.g., Google)

at which productivity is more sensitive to skill and training. Specifically, worker i’s

marginal product at a superstar firm is (1+ s)(yitqit)� f̄ where s, f̄ > 0. The term f̄

represents super-star firms’ greater investment in IT that augments productivity but

has fixed costs per engineer. As a result, only highly-productive workers produce

more on net at the superstar firms. This structure assumes that productivity (yitqit)

translates across firms and mentorship provides general skills training.15

We assume that superstar firms can observe the worker’s senior-period yit and qit

through technical interviews. They then decide whether to make offers to workers

and, if so, at what wage. Workers compare their outside and inside wages and

decide whether to quit. Because there are several superstar firms, firms will offer

workers their marginal product.

Workers face a utility cost of leaving the current firm: l. Before COVID-19, the cost of

switching firms (l0) was high because it often involved a cross-country move. After

tech offices closed for COVID-19, l plummeted to (l1 < l0) since a physical move

was no longer necessary in the short- to medium-term. We assume l0 > syitqit � f̄

for all i, but l1 is sufficiently low that l1 < syitqit � f̄ for some i.16

15While, in practice, some of the training is likely to be firm-specific (e.g., the way the firm names
its variables), much of it offers general lessons about coding technique that would be valuable across
firms (e.g., effective ways to test code). As long as s is sufficiently large, our predictions about quits
hold even if some of the training is firm-specific.

16For simplicity, we assume that workers’ expectations about how much mentoring they will have
to do are the same across firms.
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Given the high moving cost before COVID (l0), no one quits for a better job at a

superstar firm. But workers for whom the wage gain of moving to a better firm ex-

ceeds the moving cost — syitqit � f̄ > l1 — will move after the pandemic. Since the

benefit of moving is increasing in productivity, workers who have been mentored

are more likely to move. This implies that

8. Once the pandemic starts, junior workers who previously sat near their coworker

are more likely to quit.

9. This difference in quits will be more pronounced for women than men.

II DATA AND SETTING

Our data include peer code reviews of software engineers at a Fortune 500 firm be-

tween August 2019 and December 2020. Personnel data identifies each engineer’s

office building and teammates.17 We first characterize our sample of engineers and

then detail how we measure online feedback in code reviews and proximity to team-

mates in personnel records.

II.A Characterizing the Sample of Software Engineers

Personnel records from the firm’s human resources department provide information

on each engineer’s job title, hire date, termination date (if applicable), pay rate, age,

gender, and parental status (from a June 2020 firm-wide survey).18

Software engineering is a predominantly male occupation, both at this firm and

more broadly: 81 percent of the engineers in our sample (and 75 percent of pro-

grammers nationally) are male.19 Engineers at the firm tend to be young, with an
17We are able to match 99 percent of engineers across the peer-review and personnel datasets.
18A third of engineers participated in the June 2020 parenthood survey, with a comparable 30

percent in one-building teams and 35 percent in multi-building teams.
19For the firm statistic, gender information comes from human resources data; for the national

statistic, data comes from US Census data, weighted to account for sampling (U.S. Census Bureau,
2019). Both sources use respondents’ self-reported gender. In the Census, we define software engi-
neers as (1) Computer Scientists and Systems Analysts, Network systems Analysts, and Web Devel-
opers (occupation 2010 code = 1000), (2) Computer Programmers (1010), or (3) Software Developers,
Applications and Systems Software (1020).
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average age of 29 compared to 40 nationally. Consistent with their youth, only 17

percent of the firm’s engineers are parents.

The engineers we study handle typical tasks for software engineers at online retail

firms. Some teams maintain the front-end interface for the website, while others

maintain the website’s back-end database that determines the products displayed

in search results. Finally, a third group develops internal tools for the firm’s supply

chain and sales/service teams. The supply-chain tools help ensure that products

can be efficiently located in warehouses and shipped to customers’ homes. The

sales/service tools help call-center agents track purchases and resolve issues like

damaged or delayed deliveries.

II.B Programming and Code-Review Data

Our data includes coworkers’ comments on the code that runs the firm’s front-end

website, back-end databases, and internal processes. We only have data from the

firm’s primary code-base, not other, smaller code-bases that handle more special-

ized tasks (e.g., applications for the firm’s retail stores).20 To maintain code quality,

every piece of code is reviewed by at least one other engineer before it is committed

to the code-base. This is standard practice in software engineering.

Our data describes the initial piece of code — including its author, its time-stamp,

how many files it changed, and how many lines were added/deleted — and every

peer comment — including its author, text, and time-stamp. The 1,055 engineers in

our main analysis wrote 29,959 pieces of code and received 174,424 peer comments.

Unfortunately, our data does not include measures of code quality, such as whether

a program introduced a bug or had to be rewritten.

Programming Output. We can use this dataset to measure an engineer’s monthly

contributions to the main code-base. On average, engineers submitted two pro-
20We study only the engineers who work on the primary code-base, not those who work on more

specialized tasks. Our sample includes approximately half of the engineers at the firm; we do not
report the precise share to protect the firm’s anonymity.
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grams per month to this code-base, each of which changes nearly 500 lines of code

and affects seven different files. The typical engineer also submits code to other

more-specialized code-bases which are outside the scope of our data.

Our preferred measure of programming output is the monthly number of programs

submitted to the main code-base. We also use alternative measures such as the total

lines of code written and the number of files changed. To reduce the influence of

outliers, we winsorize programming-output outcomes at the 95th percentiles.21

Peer-Review Process. Before each program is committed to the code-base, it is peer

reviewed. Engineers typically receive feedback from one commenter but sometimes

receive feedback from multiple commenters, who have different expertise (e.g., on

the programming language versus the part of the code-base). Typically the com-

menter is a more experienced engineer than the program writer, either in terms of

age or tenure at the firm (Figure A.1). It usually takes nearly a day (sixteen hours)

to receive the first comment on the engineer’s program.

Reviewers’ comments often aim to improve a program’s reliability or clarity and

give engineers general advice to improve future coding. Reviewers average six com-

ments per program, each of which averages eighty characters. The number of com-

ments per program is our main measure of mentorship. While the firm can observe

the number of comments, it does not reward writing more comments since such an

incentive system would generate pointless comments. The metric is consequently

useful as an undistorted lens into feedback to other programmers.

We use the text of the comments to draw out common themes. Principal component

analysis identifies grouping of words that frequently appear together in comments

(Appendix Section I.A details the approach). Two of the top components are about

verifying that programs are working as expected (see Figure A.2(a) for word clouds

21This is useful because some changes, for example, changing a commonly-used variable’s name,
can lead to many lines and files being changed without representing a substantive change in the
code-base.
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and Table A.1 for illustrative examples of the top components). One component

identifies comments that are about function output, which often concern edge cases

such as empty values. Another component identifies comments about how to test

code, which often requires the programmer to clearly articulate the code’s expected

behavior and rewrite the code to have separate, testable components.

Comments are generally helpful and actionable. Software engineers outside our

firm evaluated a random subset of comments along several dimension (Appendix

I.B details our methodology). For comments that the external engineers had enough

information to evaluate, 87 percent of comments were considered helpful, 70 per-

cent were rated as likely to cause the engineer to change the code, and 58 percent

explained their reasoning (see Table A.2 for a random subset of comments along

with their evaluations). Moreover, only 15 percent were considered rude.22 Com-

ments received by female engineers and engineers with less experience in the firn

were especially likely to be rated as helpful and consequential for the code, while

being marginally less likely to be rated as rude (Tables A.3-A.4).

Peer reviews often involve a back-and-forth conversation between the commenter

and the engineer. For the typical review, a commenter gives an initial set of com-

ments on the code. The engineer can then respond to these comments to ask for fur-

ther clarification or check whether the changes that she made were sufficient. The

commenter often then replies with a clarification, additional feedback, or acknowl-

edgement of the changes. Seventy-one percent of reviews have a back-and-forth be-

tween the commenter and coder. Below is a relatively non-technical example of such

an interchange where the back-and-forth helps the coder clarify what was missing

in her program and what could be improved in subsequent code:

Commenter at 3:14pm: Can you please add testing details to this program?

22We considered a comment rude if it was rated as “Very,” “Moderately,” or “A little bit” rude.
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Coder at 3:32pm: What do you mean by testing details? I added more

information on the description if that helps. Let me know if you need

further information.

Commenter at 3:40pm: [I meant] what you did to validate that your changes

are working as expected. Here is an example testing doc I made for a

ticket in the past: {link to example}.

Coder at 4:18pm: [I added a] document in description: {link to document}.

Without this iteration on the code, the coder may not have identified and rectified

the omission and learned how to write better code going forward.

As in this example, most comments are given during standard work hours (between

8 AM and 6 PM on the weekdays). When the offices were open, 96 percent of com-

ments were given during standard work hours, which declined by only 0.8 percent-

age points when the offices closed (Figure A.3).23

Requesting Feedback. Engineers are responsible for asking coworkers to review

their code. While engineers can request feedback in the code-review system, they

typically ask first outside the system, either in person or in a direct message (e.g., on

Slack). Engineers can ask for feedback from teammates or from engineers outside of

their own small five- to six-person teams. Engineers might ask for feedback from a

non-teammate with relevant expertise in the part of the code-base, the programming

language, and/or the type of problem being solved. About two-thirds of engineers’

feedback comes from teammates.

Engineers often ask teammates for feedback before or after daily team meetings.

Teams have daily fifteen-minute “stand-up” meetings and longer one- to two-hour

meetings each week. The nature and frequency of meetings both follow a set routine

23Our results are comparable when limiting to interactions in standard business hours (Figure A.4).
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under Agile management, which is common in the industry.24 Teams use this meet-

ing schedule before and after the office closures and regardless of their proximity to

one another. Thus, teammates’ proximity does not typically affect the frequency of

meetings but often does affect their medium (i.e., Zoom versus in-person).

There are no explicit incentives to give peer reviews, but there are strong norms (and

managerial expectations) to give feedback when asked.

II.C Personnel Records

Personnel records detail each engineer’s office building and manager.

Identifying Teams. Two features of the firm’s organizational structure mean that

an engineer’s manager allows us to identify her teammates. First, workers at the

firm always directly report to a single manager rather than to multiple managers

according to one of the firm’s human resources directors. Second, managers can

only oversee multiple teams once they reach a certain level in the company. We limit

the main analysis sample to engineers under mid-level managers. We also limit to

teams where all engineers sit in the main campus – either in the main building or the

auxiliary building, several blocks away.25 We exclude the small number of engineers

hired after the offices closed in March 2020.

Proximity to Teammates. Because of limited desk availability, some engineers sit in

the same building as all of their teammates, while others have at least one teammate

in another building. Once one engineer is in a different building, daily meetings are

often held online since a ten- to fifteen-minute meeting does not justify a twenty-

24Engineers organize their work in two-week sprints in an Agile workflow. The team first meets
to plan the work. In daily “scrum” meetings, engineers discuss their progress and what others could
do to help, including reviewing code. Each sprint includes a backlog meeting to review outstanding
tasks and a retrospective to debrief. Teams also regularly meet to discuss the products being built.

25Eighty-five percent of the firm’s engineers worked in the main campus. We drop the 7 percent
of engineers whose managers and teammates we cannot identify and the 14 percent of engineers
who are not managed by mid-level managers at the firm. We limit to the 1,055 engineers whose
teammates all worked in the firm’s main campus. We separately consider the 215 engineers whose
teammates worked remotely or in satellite campuses in Section IV.
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minute round-trip walk. As a result, engineers on one-building teams may more

easily discuss their work face-to-face than engineers on multi-building teams before,

during, and after meetings.

All teams face desk constraints that can make it difficult to place everyone together.

This constraint is more likely to bind for teams who work on developing internal

tools since it can be advantageous for these teams to sit near the stakeholders who

use their tools. Co-locating such a team alongside the team that it serves is nu-

merically more challenging and thus results in more multi-building teams among

engineers working on internal tools than in the other engineering groups. When an-

alyzing the effects of sitting near teammates, we account for differences across these

engineering groups. We also show the robustness of results to limiting to engineers

who work on internal tools.

Before the pandemic, 637 engineers were on teams where all of the members worked

together in one building, while the remaining 418 engineers were on teams that

spanned the two office buildings. For engineers on multi-building teams, 30 percent

of their team — or one to two teammates — were in the other building. We define

engineers as being in one-building teams if we always observe them in the same

building as all of their teammates during the pre-period from August 2019 through

February 2020. During the pre-period, only 14 percent of engineers switched teams,

and only 2 percent of engineers switched buildings.26

COVID-19 Closures. The office closures due to COVID-19 eliminated differences

in coworkers’ proximity. On Friday March 6th, most engineers went home from

the office expecting to return the following Monday. Almost no engineers came

into the office come Monday, though the firm did not officially close the campus

26By construction, everyone who is categorized as being on a one-building team was always cat-
egorized as being on a one-building team in every month in the pre-period; 75 percent of engineers
who we categorize as being on multi-building teams were categorized as being on multi-building
teams in every month of the pre-period and 25 percent were categorized as being on a one-building
team in at least one month. Our results are similar when we use whether engineers were in one-
versus multi-building team in any given month instead.
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immediately. Engineers could collect any belongings that they may have left in the

office. After the closures, engineers continued to work on the same laptops, VPN

into the same systems, and work on the same code-bases as they had before the

pandemic. Engineers continued to work from home during the entire post-period

in our sample: the return to the office is beyond the scope of our data. Thus, during

the entire post-period, all engineers were physically separated from their coworkers.

Compensation. Finally, personnel records detail engineers’ salaries as well as their

other forms of compensation. Our analyses of compensation focus on engineers’

salaries, since salaries constitute over three quarters of total compensation and are

most consistently recorded and shared with us by the firm. In addition to base

salaries, an average of 6 percent of compensation comes from end-of-year bonuses

and another 15 percent comes from stocks. We have a few snapshots that give infor-

mation on bonuses and equity at several points in time. We find that they are fairly

formulaically determined: 76 percent of the variation in bonuses and 90 percent of

the variation in equity can be explained by tenure at the firm and initial job level.

There is no explicit performance pay at the firm for programs written or mentor-

ship given. Instead, these dimensions of performance are evaluated in tri-annual

performance reviews and then used to determine salary changes. Anecdotally, per-

formance reviews focus more on output than mentorship, which has been a source

of frustration for some engineers with whom we spoke.

Quits & Fires. Our personnel records further show workers’ quits and firings. For

about two thirds of quits, we can see the destination firm and position. We can use

these data to infer pay at these destination positions using Glassdoor data.

III EMPIRICAL DESIGN

To identify proximity’s impact on mentorship and programming output, we com-

pare engineers on one- and multi-building teams who work on similar software.

Because building assignment depended on what desks were free at the time that
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engineers started, much of the pre-pandemic difference in online feedback is likely

due to the causal effect of proximity. Yet some of the differences might reflect un-

observable differences between engineers on one- and multi-building teams. To net

out unobservable differences, we utilize the building closures of COVID-19, which

forced all teammates to work separately. In a difference-in-differences design, we as-

sess how the greater loss of proximity for engineers on one-building teams translates

into the change in online feedback received and programs written. We estimate:

Yit =bPostt · One-Building Teami + aPostt + yOne-Building Teami + X0
ity + eit, (2)

where each observation represents a given programmer i in month t. We cluster

standard errors at the team level since that is the unit of treatment assignment.

This design considers a single focal event — the pandemic-related office closures

in March 2020 — so does not run into the problems that can arise when treatment is

staggered over time (e.g., Goodman-Bacon, 2021).

We also estimate a dynamic version of Equation 2 that allows the difference between

engineers on one- and multi-building teams to vary flexibly by month m:

Yit = Â
m 6=Feb ’20

amOne-Buildingi · 1[t = m] + sOne-Buildingi + µt + X0
itg + uit, (3)

where the month before the office closures, February 2020, is held out as the refer-

ence month and µt denotes month fixed effects.

Our difference-in-differences design relies on the parallel-trends assumption — namely,

that engineers who were initially proximate to all of their teammates faced similar

pandemic shocks as those who were distant from some teammates. We probe the

robustness of this parallel-trends assumption in a few ways. First, we test for im-

balances in baseline characteristics and assess robustness to adding controls in Xit,

which condition the parallel-trends assumption on covariates. Second, we assess

placebo checks, using the source of feedback and the timing of treatment. Third, we
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test for differential pre-trends between engineers on one- and multi-building teams.

III.A Balance in Engineer Characteristics

Table 1 describes the sample, comparing engineers whose teams are all in one build-

ing with those whose teams span the two buildings. Engineers’ baseline charac-

teristics are largely well-balanced after accounting for engineering group (Column

5). Engineers on one- and multi-building teams have similar demographics (Rows

3�6), similar job level and pay (Rows 8�9), and managers with similar tenure, level,

and pay (Rows 10�12). The one notable difference is firm tenure (Row 7): engineers

who had been at the company longer were more likely to end up physically sepa-

rated from at least one teammate so averaged an additional 5 months at the firm.

III.B Controls

Preferred controls: Our preferred controls account for engineering group (i.e., front-

end website, back-end databases, or internal tools). We allow the controls for engi-

neering groups to have different effects before versus after the COVID-19 office clo-

sures to account for any differential shocks to the demand for these tasks. We further

include indicators for the number of months that the engineer has been at the firm

and allow the effects of firm experience to differ before and after the offices closed.

For online feedback, we also control for program scope — quartics in the number of

files changed, the number of lines added, and the number of lines deleted — which

might mediate the feedback that an engineer receives.

Full set of controls: Our full set of controls also includes team size, as well as indi-

cators for the engineer’s age (in years), gender, being Black, indigenous, or a person

of color (BIPOC), home zipcode, job-level, and initial building.27 We allow all these

coefficients to differ before and after the COVID-19 closures to allow different types

of engineers to face different pandemic shocks. We further include engineer fixed

27For home zipcode, we include the 32 zipcodes with at least 10 engineers. For engineers in less
populous zipcodes, we include an indicator for being in the firm’s primary state or an adjoining state.
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effects to handle any changes in the composition of engineers.

III.C Testing Pre-trends

There was no significant differential trend in peer comments in the pre-period across

engineers in one- and multi-building teams (p-value = 0.37 for the raw and p-value

= 0.61 for our full set of controls). Indeed, in the months leading up to the office clo-

sures, peer commenting did not systematically change for either group.28 Further,

a Wald test does not reject the null that the differences between one- and multi-

building teams were the same in every pre-period month (p-value = 0.92 for the

raw and p-value = 0.98 for our full set of controls).

We see similar parallel trends in programs written in the pre-period: there is no

significant differential trend across engineers in one- and multi-building teams (p-

value = 0.96 for the raw and p-value = 0.95 for our full set of controls), and indeed,

programs written per month did not substantially change for either group in the

pre-period.29 A Wald test also does not reject the null that the differences between

one- and multi-building teams were the same in every pre-period month (p-value

= 0.93 for the raw and p-value = 0.92 for our full set of controls).

IV PROXIMITY’S IMPACT ON ONLINE MENTORSHIP

Consistent with the model’s first prediction, we find that engineers who are seated

near their teammates ask for and receive more online feedback than those seated

farther away from their teammates. Since physical proximity can lead to in-person

advice too, our estimates of proximity’s impact on online mentorship are likely to

be lower bounds of proximity’s total effect on mentorship.

Engineers on one-building teams received more feedback than engineers on multi-

building teams only when the offices were open. Figure 1(a) shows this, plotting the

28Peer comments insignificantly increased by 2.7 percent per month (or 0.20 comments) for engi-
neers in one-building teams and by 0.51 percent for engineers in multi-building teams.

29Programs written insignificantly decreased by about 1.5 percent per month for both groups.
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average number of comments received per program without controls. Initially, en-

gineers on one-building teams received more feedback on their code than engineers

on multi-building teams. But this gap disappears when the offices close, suggesting

that physical proximity to teammates explained the initial gap. When the offices

were open, engineers on one-building teams received 22.4 percent more comments

per program (p-value = 0.0003) than did engineers on multi-building teams, when

controlling for hire month, program length, and engineering group (our preferred

specification in Column 4 of Table 2).30 This gap narrowed to only 7.9 percent af-

ter the offices closed. Thus, the difference-in-differences design indicates that the

greater loss of proximity for engineers on one-building teams reduced feedback by

14.4 percent (p-value = 0.007).

The differential decline in feedback for engineers on one-building teams versus

multi-building teams is closely tied to the timing of the office closures.31 The event

study in Figure 1(b) illustrates this, plotting the coefficients from Equation 3 con-

ditional on our preferred set of controls. As the figure shows, other untreated

months do not feature similar changes in the feedback received by one- versus

multi-building teams (also shown in the placebo check in Figure A.6).

While the offices remain closed, engineers who had been near all their teammates

never regain the greater level of interaction that they had in the office. The persis-

tence suggests our effects are not a fleeting byproduct of transitioning to new tech-

nologies for engineers accustomed to in-person interactions with their teammates.32

30The slight uptick in comments received just before offices closed is largely due to a small uptick
in hiring of new college graduates, particularly on one-building teams. Our preferred controls ac-
count for the relationship between tenure and comments received. Allowing tenure effects to vary
by engineer age entirely removes the differential blip (see Figure A.5) and if anything makes our
estimates a bit larger. We do not adopt this as our preferred specification since it reduces precision.

31One might have expected that those who sat together in the office and had a habit of increased
online collaboration might have collaborated more after the offices closed at least in the short-term.
But we see little evidence for a lasting effect of proximity.

32Since all engineers were familiar with Github, the online software used for giving comments on
code, it is not surprising that there was not much technological adaptation. While engineers on one-
building teams might have been less comfortable with Zoom and other online tools, our persistent
effects suggest that the transitory costs of learning to use these tools likely did not drive our findings.
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Our results are robust to adding a variety of controls (Table 2), a stability that is

notable given the increase in the R2 from 2 percent to 50 percent. Our results are

also robust to including local-linear time-trends for engineers on one- and multi-

building teams (Table A.5) and to limiting to alternative bandwidths around the

office closures (Figure A.7). We also find similar results when limiting to engineer-

ing teams who work on internal tools for others in the firm and so are more likely

to end up spread across buildings (Figure A.8 and Table A.6).33

We find that the differential declines in feedback are driven by comments given dur-

ing standard work hours (8AM � 6PM, Monday through Friday), when teammates

on one-building teams would have been proximate to one another before the offices

closed but not afterwards (Figure A.4).

Substantive Feedback. We find similar results using different measures of feedback

in Table 3(a). Proximity enhances not only the number of comments (Column 1) but

also the total number of characters (Column 2). It leads to timelier feedback, re-

ducing delays between program submission and the receipt of the first comment

(Column 3). Proximity also appears to increase references to other online conversa-

tions, such as email, Slack, or Zoom (Column 4), suggesting that collaboration does

not simply migrate to another means of digital communication when engineers are

distant. Instead, proximity increases communication on several digital channels.

We also find that various different types of comments are impacted by proximity, in-

cluding those about testing code and verifying that functions are producing the right

outputs (Figure A.2(b)). Both of these themes capture substantive feedback that is

likely to be time-consuming to give, broadly applicable to other programs, and im-

portant for the code’s reliability. In addition, since the vast majority of comments

proffered are helpful (see Appendix I.B), the dropoff in comments is not just “trim-

33Since engineers who worked on internal tools found it useful to sit near those who used their
tools, their teams were more likely to face desk constraints and end up in multiple building. The fact
that we find similar results when limiting to these groups suggests that our results are not driven by
differential shocks to those working on internal tools versus the website.
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ming the fat” of unhelpful comments. There is no statistically significant change in

the nature of the comments around office closures (Table A.7).

Asking for Feedback. Our results indicate that engineers ask for more feedback

when seated near their colleagues and consequently receive more online mentorship

when physically proximate to coworkers.

While we do not directly observe initial requests for feedback (which are typically

made in person or over Slack), we do observe the number of commenters per pro-

gram. Since commenters have to be asked to review, we view this as a proxy for the

number of people asked. Engineers on one-building teams have 11.5 percent more

commenters before the closures and this gap is more than halved when the offices

close (Column 2 of Table 3(b)).

Through the code-review system, we can also directly see the number of follow-

up questions that the program writer asks the commenter. We find that engineers

on one-building teams ask 47.5 percent more follow-up questions than engineers

on multi-building teams when the offices are open, and this gap disappears once

the offices close (Column 3 of Table 3(c)). More follow-up questions lead to more

clarification and additional feedback: indeed, commenters’ additional follow-up

comments account for more than half of the effect of proximity on total feedback

received (comparing Column 4 of Table 3(c) to Column 1 of Table 3(a)).

Placebo Check & Complementary Designs. As a placebo check, Figure 1(c) shows

that losing proximity to teammates only affects feedback from teammates not feed-

back from other engineers. The null effect for non-teammate comments suggests

engineers’ need for feedback was not the main factor: if engineers on one-building

teams simply needed more help before the offices closed but not afterwards, this

change would impact comments from both teammates and non-teammates.

A similar design shows that proximity to non-teammates only impacts feedback
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from non-teammates. While the offices were open, engineers in the main build-

ing were near 71 percent of the main campus’s engineers and the main campus’s

lunch room. When the offices closed, these engineers saw larger declines in feed-

back from non-teammates than did engineers who sat in the auxiliary building (Fig-

ure A.9(a)). Engineers in the main building did not see larger declines in teammate

feedback, conditional on their type of team (Figure A.9(b)). This finding suggests

that serendipitous watercooler chats facilitate online interaction across teams.

We also find similar impacts when we compare one-building teams to teams that are

spread across campuses (Figure A.10). Engineers whose teammates either worked

on another campus or worked from home received the fewest comments on their

programs before the pandemic, but these gaps also closed when the offices closed.

Engineers on multi-campus teams do not receive substantially fewer comments than

engineers whose teammates are just a few blocks away. The comparable results for

multi-building and multi-campus teams suggest that small frictions to face-to-face

contact can have out-sized effects on feedback. Further, this similarity suggests that

our main results do not simply reflect some managers agitating for their teams to be

unified in one building on the main campus.

IV.A Mentorship of Juniors by Seniors

Our results are driven by feedback received by less-experienced engineers and feed-

back given by more-experienced engineers.

As illustrated in Figure 2(a), junior engineers (with less than the median tenure of

16 months) receive more feedback generally, and the feedback that they receive is

also more sensitive to teammate proximity.34 When the offices were open, junior

engineers on one-building teams received 27 percent more feedback than those on

multi-building teams (Column 2 of Table A.8(a)), which quickly narrowed when

34As discussed in footnote 30, the pre-closure uptick in comments received by juniors and given by
seniors on one-building teams is due to a small increase in hiring of new college graduates. Allowing
tenure effects to vary by engineer age removes the differential blip (see Figure A.5(b)-(c)).
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the offices closed. On the other hand, proximity did not impact feedback for more-

experienced engineers either before or after the closures (Column 5 of Table A.8(a)).

When we consider the seniority of the comment writers in Figure 2(b), we see the

opposite pattern.

These findings are consistent with the model in which juniors receive extra mentor-

ing from senior colleagues when sitting together in the office.

Mentorship is particularly important for engineers who are both young and new

to the firm. Young, junior engineers receive the most feedback, and the feedback

that they received was most sensitive to their proximity to their teammates (Fig-

ure A.11(a)). Young engineers who had considerable experience at the firm also

received more feedback when sitting near their teammates (Figure A.11(b)). These

patterns are consistent with young engineers having more to learn from their more

experienced colleagues and proximity facilitating these knowledge flows.

IV.B Externalities from Distant Teammates

In the model, engineers are paired with one mentor, but, at this firm, engineers

work in teams. Distant teammates have externalities on the other members of their

teams’ interactions, decreasing the feedback workers get from their teammates who

sit nearby. These externalities likely arise because once one worker is distant, teams

often hold online meetings instead of in-person ones.35

We measure the impact of a distant teammate in two ways. First, Figure 3(a) uses

our main empirical design that compares one- and multi-building teams around the

office closures but limits the analysis to teammates who are in the same building.

Before the offices closed, an engineer with distant teammates received 17 percent

fewer comments per review from a proximate teammate than did an engineer whose

teammates were all in her building. This gap largely closed once the offices shut
35The small-talk before in-person meetings, which is often hard to replicate on Zoom, may help

ease requests for additional help.
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down for the pandemic (Column 2 of Table A.9). These externalities explain about

30 percent of the feedback gap between one- and multi-building teams (Table A.9).

Second, we examine team dynamics around a new hire. We compare teams where

the new hire converted the team from being a one-building team into a multi-building

team to teams where the new hire did not affect whether the team was co-located.

We estimate

Commentsijt =gPost Hireit · One- to Multi-buildingi + sPost Hireit + µij + vijt (4)

where i indexes the coder, j indexes the commenter, t indexes the time. The depen-

dent variable, Commentsijt, is the number of comments given by commenter j to

programmer i on a review. We only consider coders and commenters who are in the

same building and were hired before the 6-week window around the new hire.

Figure 3(b) shows that one-building teams with a new hire in another building see

a sharp decline in online feedback between same-building teammates. Teams that

were always in one building or multiple buildings do not. The estimated decrease is

1.7 comments per review for teams becoming multi-building team relative to other

teams with new hires, which is similar conditional on program scope (Table A.10).

Our two designs both find that having even one teammate in another location di-

minishes feedback from same-building colleagues.36 These results suggest that even

as workers come back to the office after the pandemic, their interactions will be af-

fected by coworkers who continue to work remotely.

V PROXIMITY’S IMPACT ON PROGRAMMER OUTPUT

When junior engineers sit near their coworkers, they receive more mentorship, but

this has an opportunity cost. Both junior and senior engineers write fewer programs

when seated near their teammates. The effects are particularly large for senior en-

36For both designs, the effect is driven by engineers who are new to the firm (Figure A.12).
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gineers. Thus, proximity creates a trade-off between long-run human capital devel-

opment and short-run output.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the consequences of proximity for workers’ programming out-

put. When the offices were open, engineers who sat near all their teammates sub-

mitted 19 percent fewer programs per month (or 0.32 fewer programs) than similar

engineers whose teammates were distributed across the main campus’s two build-

ings (p-value = 0.04, Column 3 of Table 4(a)). When the offices closed for COVID-19,

this gap narrowed. The programming output of all engineers fell — likely due to

the pandemic’s many stressors — but the decline was less precipitous for engineers

who had been proximate to all of their colleagues in the office. Thus, in relative

terms, engineers who had sat near all their teammates in the office caught up to the

programming output of engineers on already-distributed teams once they too were

distributed (shown in Figure 4(b)).

Our difference-in-differences estimate indicates that proximity to teammates reduces

programming output by 24 percent (0.41 programs per month, p-value = 0.0001,

Column 3 of Table 4(a)). Table 4 shows similar results for different specifications.

This table also shows comparable patterns for lines of code written, ruling out the

explanation that engineers on one-building teams simply submitted more frequent,

smaller chunks of code once they were no longer sitting near their colleagues. We

also see similar patterns when we replicate this analysis for the subset of engineer-

ing teams who build internal tools for others in the firm and so are more likely to

end up spread across the buildings (Figure A.13 and Table A.11).

The effect of proximity on programming output is more pronounced for senior engi-

neers, as illustrated in Figure 4(c). While the offices were open, senior engineers on

one-building teams wrote 39 percent fewer programs than senior engineers on dis-

tributed teams (Column 1 of Table A.12). After the offices closed, this gap quickly

closed. The difference-in-differences indicates that proximity reduces senior engi-

neers’ output by 30 percent. The effects are even more pronounced for lines of code
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and files changed (Column 3�6 of Table A.12).

Junior engineers on one-building teams also submit slightly fewer programs than

junior engineers on distributed teams before the offices closed but not afterwards

(Figure 4(c)). This negative effect of proximity on junior engineers’ programming

output is driven by the most junior engineers who also see the largest declines in

feedback when proximity is lost (Figure A.14). This pattern is consistent with the

most inexperienced engineers being able to submit more programs when they spend

less time responding to feedback and refining their programs.

The results on programming output are consistent with the model’s third prediction

that mentorship has opportunity costs for both mentors and mentees. Our results

suggest that additional mentoring has larger opportunity costs for the mentors than

the mentees.

VI GENDER

In our model, we allowed for the possibility that some men are comfortable asking

for feedback, even when remote. This implies that proximity has a larger impact on

the feedback female engineers ask for and receive (Prediction 5).

Consistent with this prediction, we find that female engineers’ feedback is more

sensitive to their proximity to their teammates. Figure 5(a) shows this, plotting the

raw time-series of the comments received per program on one-and multi-building

teams, separately for female and male program writers. Before the offices closed,

female engineers on one-building teams received 40 percent more comments than

their multi-building counterparts, relative to a gap of only 18 percent for male en-

gineers (Column 1 of Table A.13(a)). After offices closed, the additional feedback

received by engineers on one-building teams shrank by much more for female en-

gineers (30 percent, p-value = 0.0005) than for male engineers. The triple difference

indicates that losing proximity decreased feedback by 21 percent more for female

engineers than for male engineers (p-value = 0.01, Column 1 of Table A.13(b)). We
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find similar effects for auxiliary measures of feedback (Table A.14).

The patterns are not consistent with female engineers simply needing more feed-

back on their code. Instead, female programmers on multi-building teams received

fewer comments than their male counterparts. With our preferred controls, this

gap represents an 19 percent deficit in feedback for female engineers on distributed

teams while the offices were open (p-value = 0.01). Differences in tenure and age by

engineer gender also do not explain the differential impact of proximity. While fe-

male engineers do tend to be about two years younger and have one fewer months

at the firm, we still find gender differences after allowing for the effects of proximity

to vary by engineers’ age and tenure (Table A.15).

The data suggest that these gendered effects on feedback stem from differences in

engineers’ willingness to ask for feedback when remote. We first consider the num-

ber of commenters per program, a proxy for the number of people whom the en-

gineer asked to review the code (Figure 5(b)). When the buildings were open, fe-

male engineers had more commenters on their code on one-building teams than

on multi-building teams — a gap that was larger than the male programmers’ gap.

When the buildings closed, female engineers also experienced more of a drop off in

commenters on one-building teams. On average, female engineers saw a decline in

the number of commenters 13 percent larger than that of male engineers (p-value =

0.003, Column 2 of Table A.13(b)).

Within the code-review process, we find that proximity matters more for female en-

gineers’ willingness to ask follow-up questions. Figure 5(c) illustrates this result.

When the offices were open, female engineers were more likely to ask follow-up

questions on one-building teams than multi-building teams — a differential that

was largely absent for male engineers. Female engineers also see a suggestively

larger decline in follow-up questions when the offices closed. This differential in

follow-up questions is reflected in commenters’ engagement in the review. The gen-

dered effect of proximity on comments received is almost entirely driven by follow-
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up responses from commenters, not in their initial feedback on the code (Figure A.15

and Columns 3�5 of Table A.13).

One might worry that female engineers receive more feedback when sitting near

teammates solely because their male colleagues over-explain to them. Instead, we

find that the gendered effect of proximity on the feedback that engineers receive is

present for comments originating from both male and female commenters (Figure

A.16). This pattern suggests that the gender match between the programmer and

commenter is not the primary moderator of the effect of proximity on mentorship.

Relatedly, one might worry that female engineers receive more unhelpful or nitpicky

comments, particularly when sitting near their colleagues. Instead, we find that

the comments received by female engineers are more likely to be rated as helpful

and consequential for the code (Table A.3(a)).37 These gender differences in the

substance of feedback are broadly similar on one-building teams before and after

the offices closed (Table A.3(b)). Thus, proximity seems to increase the volume of

feedback received by female engineers without reducing its substance, which tends

to be especially high for female engineers.

Our model also predicts that proximity has larger impacts on the feedback that fe-

male engineers give (Prediction 6) because they find it more costly to reject requests.

We see this borne out in Figure 5(d): female commenters give much more feedback

on one-building teams before the pandemic and see a much bigger decrease in the

feedback they give on one-building teams when the offices close. Using our pre-

ferred controls, the difference-in-differences design indicates that losing proximity

reduces the extensiveness of female engineers’ code reviews by 27 percent more

than those of male engineers (p-value = 0.07, Column 1 of Table A.16(b)).

These gaps translate into output (Prediction 7). Women face a larger output cost of

37Comments received by female engineers are also marginally more likely to be rated as giving
actionable advice and explaining the reasoning behind suggested changes (Columns 5�8). They are
also marginally less likely to be rated as rude (Columns 9�10).
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sitting near their teammates than do men (Figure 5(e)). As with the other outcomes,

this is true both when looking at the difference between one- and multi-building

teams before COVID-19 and the differential change once the offices close. With our

preferred controls, the estimated cost of proximity for programming output is sug-

gestively 5 percent larger for women but not significant at traditional levels (p-value

= 0.29, Column 2 of Table A.16(b)). As expected, the output cost of proximity is

particularly large for senior women, who do a lot of the mentoring (Figure A.17).

Similar effects show up in other output measures (Columns 3�4 of Table A.16).

VII CAREER OUTCOMES

We next analyze how the tradeoffs created by proximity impact engineers’ career

trajectories. Throughout this section, we consider workers who were hired before

our data starts, so they have spent enough time at the firm to gain skills from their

coworkers before the offices close. This restriction does not affect our analysis of

the short-run costs of proximity, but it does allow us to more cleanly estimate the

long-run returns to having sat with coworkers.

VII.A Pay

The model predicts that junior engineers would earn less when proximate to cowork-

ers because they write fewer programs. Consistent with this prediction, junior

workers on one-building teams were substantially less likely to get a pay raise than

those on distributed teams while the offices were open (Column 2 of Table 5).38

The model’s prediction about wages for senior workers on one-building teams is

less clear. On the one hand, senior engineers write less code when proximate to

teammates, which would translate into lower wages. On the other hand, although

team type can vary over workers’ careers, they were more likely to be trained on

38We focus on pay raises rather than pay levels because pay levels may reflect prior experience that
we cannot observe since it occurs either outside the firm or prior to our time period. Instead, pay
raises more accurately reflect recent performance. Three times per year, the firm reviews workers’
performance and decides whether to increase a worker’s pay.
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one-building teams and so accumulated more human capital. Empirically, senior

engineers on one-building teams are similarly likely to receive pay raises as seniors

on multi-building teams (Column 2).

Female engineers on one-building teams suggestively take a larger wage hit, which

may reflect greater time spent being mentored and offering mentorship.

Once the offices close, there is no difference in mentoring between team types. Thus,

the model predicts that workers who were trained on one-building teams should

have more human capital and earn more than their counterparts. This is borne out

in the data (Columns 4�6 of Table 5). Workers who had been on one-building teams

were (insignificantly) 5.5 percentage points more likely to receive a raise after the of-

fices closed (Column 4). This is particularly pronounced for junior engineers (whom

we know were trained on one-building teams), who were 7.2 percentage points

more likely to receive a raise after the closures (Column 5, p-value = 0.066). This dif-

ferential is also suggestively more pronounced among female engineers, for whom

mentorship was particularly sensitive to proximity (Column 6).39 These patterns

are similar when we limit the sample to engineers who work on internal tools (Ta-

ble A.17).40 The patterns look qualitatively similar when we consider salary changes

in levels or the inverse hyperbolic sine of these salary changes in Table A.18.

Consistent with junior engineers who were trained on one-building teams being

more productive once the offices closed, they were also suggestively, although in-

significantly, less likely to be fired (Table A.19).

So far, we have been agnostic about whether training’s long-term benefits exceed

its short-term costs. Ideally, we could compare the pre-pandemic wages of senior

workers who had always been on one-building teams — and so experienced both

39Figure A.18 illustrates these reversals in relative raises graphically.
40We see the same reversal in rates of pay raises overall (Columns 1 vs. 4), with more pronounced

effects for female engineers. The patterns look more similar for junior and senior engineers, however,
rather than looking more pronounced for junior engineers.
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training’s costs and benefits — with the wages of senior workers who were always

on multi-building teams. Unfortunately, we cannot implement this test because we

do not know whether senior workers were trained on one- or multi-building teams,

due to the short duration of the data, the changing nature of teams, and the move-

ment of engineers across teams (particularly as senior workers get promoted).

VII.B Quits

Consistent with the model, workers trained on one-building teams are more likely

to quit once tech jobs go remote and so it’s easier to move to superstar tech firms.

Figure 6(a) shows that before the pandemic, quit rates are low for workers on both

one- and multi-building teams. After the start of the pandemic, quit rates increase

for both groups, and workers trained on one-building teams are more likely to quit.

Figure 6(b)-(c) show that the increase in quits is driven by the groups that likely

gained the most human capital from being nearby. Panel (b) shows that the effect

is particularly large for junior engineers, who were trained on one-building teams.

Indeed, junior engineers who had sat with their coworkers in the office saw a 1.2

percentage point greater increase in quits, about twice that of engineers who were

trained on multi-building teams (p-value of difference = 0.01). Panel (c) show that

the impact is larger for women, who we have seen gain much more mentorship from

proximity. We also see higher quit rates for younger engineers (Figure A.19), who

also have bigger boosts in feedback from sitting near their teammates.41

A natural question is whether quits represent steps up in engineers’ careers. For

two-thirds of the engineers who quit, we observe their new job title and company

and can find the average compensation in that new position using data from Glass-

door. We categorize a worker as quitting for higher pay if they quit for a posi-

41We find similar quit patterns overall and by gender when limiting to engineers who work on
internal tools. Engineers on one-building teams are significantly more likely to quit after the offices
closed, which is especially true among women (Figure A.20). However, we do not see the same
heterogeneity by engineers’ tenure, potentially due to the more limited sample.
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tion with higher average compensation than that in their old position at the firm.42

Among workers who quit, 78 percent leave for higher-paying jobs.43 These advanta-

geous departures drive our results: engineers who had been on one-building teams

are more likely to quit for higher-paying positions once the offices close but not to

quit for lower-paying positions (Table A.20 and Figure A.21).44 Junior engineers

and women who were on one-building teams see particularly large upticks in de-

partures for higher-paying jobs after the closures. These patterns suggest the returns

to mentorship partially accrue outside the firm.

VIII WHO WORKS IN THE OFFICE?

We assume that the firm cannot incentivize mentorship directly, but the firm can

affect mentorship through its remote-work policy.45 If mentorship’s benefits exceed

its costs, we expect to see that:

1. When proximity is possible, both mentees and mentors will be on-site.

2. When proximity is difficult, the firm will shift away from requiring mentor-

ship. They will “buy” talent by hiring more experienced workers rather than

“building” skills internally.

Both predictions are borne out in our firm’s remote work and hiring decisions.

Before the pandemic, when proximity was possible, mentees — with the most junior

job levels — and mentors — with the most senior job levels or management roles

— were required to be in the office (Figure 7(a)). These policies created a U-shaped

42We use Glassdoor data for average salary at our firm as well as at the destination firm to compare
apples to apples. The Glassdoor data aligns well with the firm’s administrative data: the correlation
between an engineer’s actual base pay and the average base pay in that role on Glassdoor is 0.73.

43This rate is slightly higher after the offices closed (78.9 percent) than beforehand (76.2 percent).
What changed most, however, was the tripling in the rate of voluntary departures.

44When asked why they quit, most workers say they quit for a better job. While we take workers’
responses to this with a grain of salt, results are also similar if our dependent variable is quits that
workers report are to better jobs.

45Junior and senior workers pay for the training through lower wages, but if the firm has to com-
pete over workers with other firms, it has an incentive to provide the efficient level of mentorship.
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pattern in office work across worker age: the youngest and oldest engineers were

more likely to be in the office (Figure A.22). These patterns of on-site work are

reflected in national trends from the Household Pulse Survey in which the youngest

workers and relatively older college-graduates are more likely to return to the office

in 2022�2023, when limiting to those workers without children (Figure 7(b)). In

2023, 74 percent of workers aged 21�23 were working on-site, relative to just 60

percent of 30�32 year old workers.

Consistent with the second prediction, our firm shifted its hiring practices around

the office closures. Before the offices closed, 55 percent of hires were the lowest

level of engineer; afterward, that number sank to 37 percent (p-value of change

= 0.0072), leading to a marked decline in the share of workers who need mentoring.

By contrast, the share of hires who are unlikely to need as much training (levels 3

and above) increased from 23 percent to 40 percent (p-value = 0.0072). Of course,

it’s possible that hiring practices shifted for other reasons, such as senior engineers

being more willing to change jobs when they did not need to move cities.

To the extent that mentorship increases junior workers’ skills, barriers to mentor-

ship may have scarring effects on less experienced workers. First, even if junior

workers go to the office, potential mentors may not. Further, if firms are more likely

to “buy” talent rather than “build” it when in-person work is challenging, then job

opportunities may be harder to come by for junior workers.

IX CONCLUSION

Remote work leads to a tradeoff. It increases output today, particularly from more

senior workers. But remote work decreases training of more junior workers, which

has future costs. Work arrangements seem to respond to this tradeoff with junior

workers and potential mentors less likely to work remotely.

We find the tradeoffs of proximity are particularly pronounced for women. When

not sitting near their colleagues, junior women ask for and receive less mentorship.
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Yet when apart, senior women provide less guidance to their junior colleagues and

can therefore focus more on their own productivity.

We find that one worker’s choice to work remotely impacts their peers. When

more experienced workers choose to work from home, junior workers may learn

less. The rise of remote work could consequently have scarring effects on less ex-

perienced workers, who learn less from their coworkers and have less mobility to

higher-paying jobs at other firms.

We further find that a single remote worker can have an outsized impact, depress-

ing collaboration even between co-located coworkers. This finding suggests policies

coordinating workers’ locational choices may yield benefits. For example, it may be

more efficient to have firms or teams sort into being fully in-person or fully remote

than to have hybrid teams where a few remote workers affect their in-person col-

leagues. Moreover, coordinating which days teams spend in the office may lead to

more fully in-person meetings and more mentorship. This raises the question of

how much of the mentorship benefits of in-person work can be achieved by only a

few days per week in the office.

Finally, if there is a permanent increase in remote work post-pandemic, can alterna-

tive management practices encourage more training of junior workers? While men-

torship is hard to fully observe, it will be interesting to see whether firms start col-

lecting more mentorship metrics, putting more weight on training in worker evalu-

ations, and formalizing training that was previously based on informal interaction.
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Figure 1: Proximity to Teammates and Online Feedback
Panel (a): Raw Averages of Comments Per Program

Panel (b): Dynamic, Conditional Differences in Comments Per Program

Panel (c): Placebo Check with Comments from Teammates or Non-Teammates

Notes: This figure illustrates the online feedback received by engineers on one-building teams
(N=637) and on multi-building teams (N=418) around the COVID-19 office closures (the grey ver-
tical lines). Panel (a) plots the raw averages, while Panel (b) plots the differences from Equation 3,
conditional on our preferred controls (as in Column 4 of Table 2). Panel (c) uses the same specifi-
cation as in (b) to illustrate a placebo check: the left panel show comments from teammates which
should be affected, and the right panel shows comments from non-teammates which should not be.
The ribbons in Panels (b) and (c) show 95% confidence intervals with clustering by team. The an-
notated coefficients are the difference-in-differences estimate from Equation 2. The sample limits to
engineers whose teammates all worked in the main campus. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Figure 2: Proximity and Mentorship

Panel (a): Comments per Program by Program Writer’s Tenure

Panel (b): Comments per Program by Commenter’s Tenure

Notes: Panel (a) shows the effects of proximity on online feedback received by engineers of different
tenures. It shows the raw monthly averages of comments received per program for engineers on
one- and multi-building teams, separately by those below the median tenure of 16 months. Panel (b)
shows a comparable plot of raw averages of comments per program broken down by the seniority
of the commenter rather than the program writer.
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Figure 3: Externalities from Distant Teammates
Panel (a): Diff-in-Diff Design for Reviews from Same-Building Teammates

Panel (b): Pre-COVID Hire in Another Building

Notes: This figure investigates the externalities from having a distant teammate on the feedback
exchanged between teammates who sit in the same building. Panel (a) replicates Figure 1 but focuses
on comments received per review from a same-building teammate. Panel (b) considers the impact
of a new hire that converts the team from a one-building team to a multi-building team versus a
new hire that does not change the distribution of the team, as in Equation 4. The plots focus on
pre-existing relationships between teammates in the same building. The left plot shows comments
received on each program relative to the average in the coder-commenter pair. The right plot shows
the conditional difference in feedback between these two groups, with fixed effects for engineer pairs.
The sample is limited to engineers and commenters in the same building on the main campus and
hired before the 6-week pre-period. Ribbons reflect 95% confidence intervals with standard errors
clustered by team. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Figure 4: Proximity to Teammates and Engineer Output

Panel (a): Raw Averages of Programs Written Per Month

Panel (b): Dynamic, Conditional Differences in Programs Per Month

Panel (c): Programs Per Month by Program Writer’s Tenure

Notes: This figure illustrates the impact of proximity on short-term output. Panel (a) shows the raw
monthly averages of the number of programs submitted per month for engineers on one-building
and multi-building teams. Panel (b) shows the difference-in-differences estimates with our preferred
set of controls, with standard errors clustered by engineering team. Panel (c) plots raw averages
separately by those who have been at the firm for longer or shorter than the median tenure (16
months) before the offices closed. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Figure 5: Gendered Impacts of Proximity to Teammates
Panel (a): Comments Received Per Program

Panel (b): # Commenters per Program Panel (c): Author Follow-up Questions

Panel (d): Comments Written per Review Panel (e): Programs Written per Month

Notes: This figure illustrates the gendered impact of proximity on mentorship given and received.
Each plot shows the raw monthly averages of comments received per program for engineers on one-
and multi-building teams, separately for female and male engineers. Panel (a) shows the average
number of comments that engineers receive on their programs. Panel (b) shows the average number
of commenters that comment on the engineer’s program, which is a proxy for how many program-
mers the engineer asked to look at their code. Panel (c) shows the average number of follow-up
questions that authors ask commenters in the code-review process. Panel (d) turns to giving rather
than receiving mentorship, plotting the average number of comments written per code review. Panel
(e) shows the average number of programs that engineers submit to the main code-base each month.
The sample limits to engineers whose teammates all worked in the main campus. The annotated co-
efficients represent difference-in-differences specifications for each gender, using our preferred con-
trols with standard errors clustered by engineering team. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Figure 6: Impacts of Proximity on Quits

Panel (a): Quit rates for all engineers

Panel (b): By Tenure

Panel (c): By Gender

Notes: This figure illustrates the effects of proximity on quits (a) overall, (b) by pre-COVID tenure,
and (c) by self-identified gender. Each plot shows the raw quit rates for engineers on one-building
and multi-building teams. The annotated coefficients use our preferred set of controls for engineering
group and engineer tenure, with standard errors clustered by engineering team. The sample includes
engineers who worked on the main code-base, whose teammates were all in the main campus, and
who were hired before the start of our sample. Results are similar when focusing on quits to better-
paying jobs in Figure A.21. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Figure 7: Who Works in the Office

Panel (a): Percent in the Office by Job Level and Manager Status

Panel (b): Percent College-Educated, Non-Parents in the Office Nationally

Panel (c): Workers Hired Before and After the Pandemic by Job Level

Notes: Panel (a) shows the share of engineers of a given job level at the firm who worked on-site
rather than remotely before the pandemic’s office closures. L1 is the most junior while L4 and above
are the most senior engineers. Panel (b) uses data from the Household Pulse Survey, limiting to
college-educated workers without children to show the percent of work occurring on-site. Panel (c)
shows the share of new hires at each job level before and after the office closures. Error bars reflect
95% confidence intervals.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics: One- and Multi-Building Teams

Mean One-Building Multi-Building D0

% Work on Internal Tools 60.00 37.23 90.13 -52.90*** –
(5.26)

# Teammates 6.09 5.72 6.57 -0.85** -0.42
(0.42) (0.47)

Engineer Traits
% Female 18.58 19.53 17.33 2.19 -2.75

(2.78) (3.26)
% BIPOC 23.71 21.85 26.17 -4.32 -2.12

(3.07) (3.71)
% Parent 16.82 17.00 16.54 0.46 8.30

(4.91) (6.32)
Age (Years) 28.80 28.54 29.13 -0.59 0.37

(0.42) (0.56)
Job Traits
Firm Tenure (Years) 1.36 1.21 1.56 -0.34*** -0.42***

(0.11) (0.12)
Job Level 1.71 1.62 1.82 -0.20*** -0.06

(0.06) (0.07)
Salary (in $1,000s) 113.42 111.73 115.67 -3.94*** -0.36

(1.44) (1.77)
Manager Traits
Manager Tenure 2.87 2.84 2.92 -0.08 -0.41

(0.32) (0.36)
Manager Job Level 3.30 3.21 3.42 -0.21** -0.08

(0.09) (0.10)
Manager Salary (in $1,000s) 146.10 143.87 149.08 -5.22** -1.28

(2.65) (3.09)

Engineer Group Controls X
# Software Engineers 1,055 637 418
# Teams 304 206 121

Notes: This table shows traits of the engineers, their job, and their managers in the pre-period before
the offices closed for COVID-19. The sample includes engineers whose teams are all in the main cam-
pus. Parenting responsibilities come from a June 2020 survey conducted by the firm. Job level refers
to the engineer’s position within the firm’s hierarchy from zero (an intern) to six (senior staff). Engi-
neering group controls account for whether the team works on front-end website design, back-end
databases, or internal tools (e.g., for the sales team or supply chain). Standard errors in parentheses
are clustered by engineering team. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Table 2: Proximity to Teammates and Online Feedback

Comments per Program
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post x One-Building Team �1.29⇤⇤⇤ �1.58⇤⇤⇤ �1.52⇤⇤⇤ �1.16⇤⇤⇤ �1.15⇤⇤⇤ �1.18⇤⇤⇤ �1.51⇤⇤⇤ �1.14⇤⇤
(0.48) (0.50) (0.45) (0.43) (0.44) (0.44) (0.46) (0.47)

One-Building Team 1.16⇤⇤ 1.45⇤⇤ 2.35⇤⇤⇤ 1.80⇤⇤⇤ 1.78⇤⇤⇤
(0.52) (0.61) (0.53) (0.49) (0.50)

Post �1.22⇤⇤⇤
(0.36)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 8.04 8.04 8.04 8.04 8.04 8.04 8.04 8.04

Percentage Effects
Post x One-Building Team -16.1% -19.7% -18.9% -14.4% -14.3% -14.6% -18.7% -14.1%
One-Building 14.5% 18.1% 29.2% 22.4% 22.2%

% One-Building Team 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3 58.3

Engineer Group x Post FE X X X X X X X
Program Scope Quartics X X X X X X
Months at Firm x Post FE X X X X X
Team Size x Post X X X X
Engineer FE X X X
Engineer Traits x Post FE X X
Main Building x Post FE X

# Teams 304 304 304 304 304 304 304 304
# Engineers 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055
# Engineer-Months 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304
R2 0.02 0.02 0.29 0.36 0.36 0.49 0.50 0.50

Notes: This table investigates the relationship between sitting near teammates and the online feed-
back that engineers receive on their computer code. Each observation is an engineer-month, and the
dependent variable is the average number of comments that the engineer receives per program. Each
column estimates the difference-in-differences in Equation 2, which compares the change in feedback
for engineers who were in the same building as all of their teammates before COVID-19 to those on
teams already distributed across multiple buildings around the office closures. Column 1 presents
the raw estimates. Column 2 includes time-varying controls for engineering group (e.g., front-end
website design). Column 3 adds controls for program scope (quartics for the number of lines added,
number of lines deleted, and number of files changed). Column 4 allows for differential changes in
feedback for engineers with different tenure (in months). Column 5 allows for differential changes
in feedback depending on team size. Column 6 includes engineer fixed effects. Column 7 adds ad-
ditional controls for engineer age (in years), gender, whether the engineer is a person of color, home
zipcode, and job level. Columns 8 includes building-by-post fixed effects to allow programmers who
sat in the main and auxiliary buildings to experience different changes in feedback around the office
closures. The sample includes engineers who submit programs to the firm’s main code-base in the
month and whose teams are all in the firm’s main campus. Standard errors are clustered by team.
⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Table 3: Proximity and Dimensions of Online Feedback
Panel (a): Feedback Length, Delay, and Mentions of Other Online Conversations

Comments
per Program

Total
Characters

Hours to
Comment

% Other
Online Convo

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Post x One-Building Team �1.16⇤⇤⇤ �135.70⇤⇤ 1.01⇤ �1.23

(0.43) (57.93) (0.60) (0.82)

One-Building Team 1.80⇤⇤⇤ 201.60⇤⇤⇤ �1.43⇤⇤ 2.39⇤⇤⇤
(0.49) (62.44) (0.59) (0.88)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 8.04 833.24 16.02 4.06
Post x One-Building Team as % -14.4% -16.3% 6.3% -30.5%
One-Building Team as % 22.4% 24.2% -8.9% 58.8%

Panel (b): Intensive and Extensive Margins

Comments per Commenter Commenters per Program
(1) (2)

Post x One-Building Team �0.35⇤ �0.10⇤⇤
(0.20) (0.05)

One-Building Team 0.51⇤⇤ 0.20⇤⇤⇤
(0.21) (0.06)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 4.36 1.77
Post x One-Building Team as % -8% -5.7%
One-Building Team as % 11.7% 11.5%

Panel (c): Back-and-Forth Conversations
Commenter’s Program Writer Commenter’s

Initial Comments Replies Questions Follow-up Comments
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post x One-Building Team �0.48⇤ �0.63⇤⇤ �0.14⇤⇤⇤ �0.68⇤⇤
(0.26) (0.26) (0.05) (0.34)

One-Building Team 0.76⇤⇤⇤ 0.68⇤⇤ 0.11⇤⇤ 1.04⇤⇤⇤
(0.26) (0.29) (0.05) (0.39)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 4.91 2.14 0.24 3.13
Post x One-Building Team as % -9.8% -29.4% -58.3% -21.8%
One-Building Team as % 15.5% 31.6% 47.5% 33.2%

Notes: This table considers alternative metrics of online feedback: (a) the extent and timeliness of
feedback, (b) the intensive and extensive margins of feedback, and (c) the back-and-forth conversa-
tion between the commenter and program writer. Each specification replicates Column 4 of Table 2,
reported in Column 1 of Panel (a) for reference. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Table 4: Proximity to Teammates and Engineer Output

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Panel (a): Programs per Month

Post x One-Building Team 0.47⇤⇤⇤ 0.45⇤⇤⇤ 0.41⇤⇤⇤ 0.40⇤⇤⇤ 0.35⇤⇤⇤ 0.33⇤⇤⇤ 0.32⇤⇤
(0.11) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.11) (0.12) (0.13)

One-Building Team �0.48⇤⇤⇤ �0.33⇤⇤ �0.32⇤⇤ �0.33⇤⇤
(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71
Post x One-Building Team as % 27.5% 26.3% 24.1% 23.6% 20.2% 19% 18.9%
One-Building Team as % -28.1% -19.1% -19% -19.5%
R2 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.46 0.46 0.46

Panel (b): Lines Added per Month
Post x One-Building Team 105⇤⇤⇤ 92⇤⇤ 93⇤⇤ 94⇤⇤ 92⇤⇤ 83⇤⇤ 117⇤⇤⇤

(36) (39) (40) (40) (38) (39) (42)

One-Building Team �193⇤⇤⇤ �158⇤⇤⇤ �169⇤⇤⇤ �173⇤⇤⇤
(43) (44) (46) (45)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 321 321 321 321 321 321 321
Post x One-Building Team as % 32.9% 28.6% 29% 29.2% 28.8% 26% 36.5%
One-Building Team as % -60.2% -49.2% -52.7% -54%
R2 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.34 0.35 0.35

Panel (c): Files Changed per Month
Post x One-Building Team 1.93⇤⇤ 1.66 1.47 1.46 1.36 1.13 1.69

(0.97) (1.05) (1.06) (1.07) (1.00) (1.02) (1.12)

One-Building Team �3.97⇤⇤⇤ �3.62⇤⇤⇤ �3.73⇤⇤⇤ �3.85⇤⇤⇤
(1.12) (1.15) (1.17) (1.15)

Pre-Mean, One-Building Team 9.64 9.64 9.64 9.64 9.64 9.64 9.64
Post x One-Building Team as % 20% 17.2% 15.2% 15.2% 14.1% 11.8% 17.5%
One-Building Team as % -41.2% -37.5% -38.7% -39.9%
R2 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.31 0.32 0.32

Engineer Group x Post FE X X X X X X
Months at Firm x Post FE X X X X X
Team Size x Post X X X X
Engineer FE X X X
Engineer Traits x Post FE X X
Main Building x Post FE X
# Teams 304 304 304 304 304 304 304
# Engineers 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055 1,055
# Engineer-Months 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304 9,304

Notes: This table investigates the relationship between sitting near teammates and monthly output
of (a) programs submitted to the main code-base, (b) lines of code added, and (c) files changed. Each
specification estimates Equation 2, with controls defined in Table 2. The sample includes engineers
who ever submitted a program to the firm’s main code-base and whose teammates are all in the
firm’s main campus. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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Table 5: Effect of Proximity to Teammates on Pay Raises

% Pay Raise
Offices Open Offices Closed

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
One-Building Team �3.38⇤ 5.48

(2.05) (3.53)

Junior (< 16mo) x One-Building Team �4.86⇤⇤ 7.17⇤
(2.26) (3.89)

Senior (� 16mo) x One-Building Team �0.07 2.06
(3.89) (4.96)

Female x One-Building Team �6.20 11.75⇤
(4.61) (7.12)

Male x One-Building Team �2.79 4.26
(2.13) (3.64)

Dependent Mean 19.23 19.23 19.23 40.94 40.94 40.94
Junior (< 16mo) Mean 17.16 17.16 17.16 17.16 17.16 17.16
Senior (� 16mo) Mean 23.46 23.46 23.46 42.41 42.41 42.41
Female Mean 20.63 20.63 20.63 41.46 41.46 41.46
Male Mean 18.92 18.92 18.92 40.83 40.83 40.83

Percentage Effect
One-Building Team -17.6% 13.4%
Junior (< 16mo) x One-Building Team -28.3% 17.9%
Senior (� 16mo) x One-Building Team -0.3% 4.9%
Female x One-Building Team -30.1% 28.3%
Male x One-Building Team -14.8% 10.4%

Preferred Controls X X X X X X

# Teams 262 262 262 256 256 256
# Engineers 801 801 801 720 720 720
# Engineer-Review 1,988 1,988 1,988 1,851 1,851 1,851

Notes: This table investigates how the likelihood of a pay raise differs for engineers on one-building
teams while the offices were open (Columns 1�3) and after the offices closed (Columns 4�6). Each
column includes our preferred, time-varying controls for engineering type and firm tenure. Each ob-
servation is an engineer for a given tri-annual review-period that ends in October, March, or July. The
March 2020 review period is included in the pre-period since it is based on pre-closure performance.
The sample includes engineers who worked on the main code-base, whose teammates were all in the
main campus, and who were hired before the start of our sample. Standard errors are clustered by
team. ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01.
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